
19 SIMPLE HOMEWORK
HACKS

1. Talk casually over a snack before hitting the books. Kids need to let off a little steam before getting
started. Talking casually about what kind of home-work there is, can take the edge off and get the juices
flowing in a fun positive way.
2. Set up a homework spot. A predictable, steady place to do homework is a big part of a successful
homework routine. Make sure it’s a good spot for feel good kind of focus. Be sure to have fresh pencils,
pens, and paper nearby. Eliminate the obvious distractions and get down to work.
3. Shorter working sessions are far more effective for right brain kids. Remember they’ve been in
school all day working the left side of their brain. More of the same at home is going to require some
mini breaks. Kids also remember more when hearing it or practicing in several shorter sessions rather
than one long one.
4. Allow frequent movement breaks to give the brain a chance to process the information. While
taking those breaks between study sessions, get them moving. Our right brain kids need to get their
whole body involved in what they’re doing. Have them shoot hoops, or do a few laps around the block
or get their dance moves on before they head back to the books.
5. Sit and work with them. Younger kids, and some older, will stay better focused knowing a parent
helper is nearby. Once you know they understand the assignment, fade to the background and let them
carry on. Don’t be overly helpful or do the work for them. Just be nearby to answer questions or
provide help when needed.
6. Allow doodling or drawing during homework. Right brain kids often need to write or draw out
what they’re thinking about. It even helps for them to take visual notes. Doodling can even help your
right brain thinker work out those math problems or science concepts. Just watch time spent doodling
doesn’t pull them away from doing the actual assignment.
7. Using manipulatives can make learning more real for right brain kids. These learners need ways to
concepts more real. Try using Scrabble® tiles for spelling words or M&M’s® for math….
8. Use color for organizing their school work and taking notes. Right brain kids love color and their
brains remember things how things look and color is a big part of that. Let them use different colored
gel pens for taking notes, colored highlighters when reading and different colored folders for each
subject.
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9. Remove distractions. This is good for everyone involved. You may be used to having to work
through lots of distraction and they may think it doesn’t bother them, but it does. Get them working in
a spot that’s as quiet as possible. No pets, baby sisters or television on in the background.
10. Try adding music. Some background noise can help minimize the natural sounds of home, but let’s
not have the radio blaring or the latest music videos streaming. Be intentional about creating a mood
for focus and concentration with neutral background sounds, classical music etc. Background noise
with-out words may help your child focus better than complete silence.
11. Read aloud. Right brain kids tend to resist reading whenever they can. So, whether it’s reading
informational text, a reading assignment or reading the instructions in an assignment; reading it out
loud helps the child connect with what they’re reading.
12. Do larger projects in stages. Talk over those big assignments and make a plan. Break the
assignment into several smaller pieces and do a little each day. This lessens the chance of your right
brain kid feeling overwhelmed and enables them to be successful one smaller bite at a time.
13. Watch the Movie- For older students with serious reading ahead, it may help to watch the movie
first. Many novels have been made into high quality movies and watching before reading is a great way
to engage your child and help them understand the story and characters.
14. Read the same book at the same time. For older elementary kids through high school, reading the
same book they’re reading can help you help them. The shared experience of reading the same story and
talking about it, increases comprehension and builds their interest in reading.
15. Cliff Notes. There are times our right brain kids need extra help reading books. For books that are
heavy duty and extra intimidating, reading the Cliff’s notes before the book can lighten the load. Yes,
we want them to read the actual book, but reading the cliff notes first can make it more approachable.
16. Read essays out loud. Writing assignments can be much improved when kids read their papers out
loud. Reading silently allows the writer to slide over detail and poor sentence structure. Reading aloud
helps them hear what they wrote and makes them better able to correct mistakes in wording and con-
tent.

17. Watch a video. Any learning can be enhanced
by seeing or hearing more about it. There is a
tremendous amount of content available in video
format. Whether it’s a documentary, television
show or You Tube video, search out the topic your
child is studying in class and spend some time
watching some quality, age appropriate videos.
18. Make a list. When there are more than a few
things that need to get done, it helps to have a
visual list of what needs to be completed. As well as
be able to physically cross things off as they are
finished.
19. Make it fun. Homework doesn’t have to be a chore.
Create games to study sight words. Get cooking to study
fractions. Use props to act out history lessons. The
possibilities are endless.
Once you and your right brain student learn to use these
techniques, you’ll be able to adapt them to any subject
matter and every age level. And homework will fly by and
become a source of accomplishment for everyone.
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